Fuel two vehicles with propane autogas at the same time with the PRO-Vend Dual Hose dispenser. With its dual meter and two registers, this efficient unit saves you both time and space. The Dual Hose can be configured with the best-selling PRO-Vend 1000 or with the web-based PRO-Vend 2000.

Customizable options for the PRO-Vend Dual Hose include:
- Transaction receipt printer.
- 1,000-gallon tank and skid addition to base tank.
- High-pressure pumping systems.
- Hose retractor.
- Fuel management system connections (when used with the PRO-Vend 1000).
- Fuel management system technology (when used with the PRO-Vend 2000).

Contact Superior Energy Systems for your custom system today.
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